
15 December 2023 

Chris McCashin  
fyi-request-24589-1a7ac8da@requests.fyi.org.nz 

Tēnā koe Chris,  

Your request for Official information, reference: HNZ00032024 

Thank you for your email on 9 November 2023, asking for the following under the Official 
Information Act 1982 (the Act):  

""You have data on how many people died within 21 days of the vaccine However are you 
able to provide the following Total Number of People broken down by  
age bracket.  
Died on day of or within 24 hours of 1st jab, 2nd jab, 3rd jab, 4th jab, 5th jab.  
Batch number the person was vaccinated with. The cause of death - cardiac, stroke, clot 
etc. I don’t require any personal information" 

We are unable to provide data relating to the cause of deaths of people in New Zealand who have 
received the COVID-19 vaccine as it would involve manually linking mortality data to vaccine data. 
Therefore, this part of your request is refused under section 18(f) as it would require substantial 
collation. We have considered extending the timeframe for response and fixing a charge for 
supplying the information, but do not consider either option would reduce the impact on our other 
functions.   

The following information is related to your request and may be of interest. 

Mortality rates, not including cause of death, are publicly available online from Stats NZ. They 
publish mortality statistics here: www.stats.govt.nz/tools/stats-infoshare. Select ‘Populations’, and 
then ‘Deaths’.   

For information about cause of death, Te Whatu Ora has a mortality web tool that presents 
mortality and demographic data for deaths registered in New Zealand from 1948 to 2020. The web 
tool is available at the following link: www.tewhatuora.govt.nz/our-health-system/data-
andstatistics/mortality-web-tool.    

Currently, 2018 is the most recent year for which final cause specific mortality data is available. 
Preliminary data is available for 2019 and 2020.   

After the close of a calendar year, there is a 12–18 month process to assign cause of death codes 
to the majority of deaths in that year. Te Whatu Ora’s clinical coding team reviews the death 
certificate and health history of the deceased to assign cause of death codes. Approximately 10% 
of deaths are referred to the coroner each year to determine cause. Deaths which require a 
coronial inquiry can take 2-3 or more years for cause of death to be assigned. We do not make 
mortality data available publicly until the majority of deaths have been assigned a cause of death, 
so that the data we release is complete and accurate. The Chief Coroner has noted delays in the 
time it is taking them to determine cause of death. 

How to get in touch 

If you have any questions, you can contact us at hnzOIA@health.govt.nz. 
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If you are not happy with this response, you have the right to make a complaint to the 
Ombudsman. Information about how to do this is available at www.ombudsman.parliament.nz or 
by phoning 0800 802 602.  
 
Nāku iti noa, nā  

 
Michael Cleary 
Acting OIA Manager 
Government Services  
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